
When The Flying Orchestra blows into town ...Whether we're up 
or down, at work or play, or just going about our day, the flying 
orchestra always plays for you.

A multi-layered text which cleverly explores the abstract concept 
of music for young children. This book discusses the idea that 
music is all around us, telling the story of our lives. It is a work with 
great heart and stunning illustrations from a much-loved author 
and encourages both children and adults to think outside the box.

https://bit.ly/3y6J1UA
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Frey was raised to take a bullet. She's the body double for her twin 
sister Rafia— her existence is a closely guarded secret. So while Rafi 
was schooled in poise and diplomacy, Frey was drilled in weapons and 
combat. Her purpose: to protect her sister from their tyrannical 
father's many enemies.

When Frey is sent in Rafi's place as collateral in a precarious business 
deal, she becomes the perfect impostor—as elegant and charming as 
her sister. But Col Palafox, the son of a rival leader, is getting close 
enough to spot the killer inside her. As layers of deceit peel away, can 
Frey become her own person, and risk everything in a rebellion?

https://bit.ly/3KuG8PN

https://soraapp.com/library/cenetau
https://bit.ly/3KuG8PN
https://bit.ly/3KuG8PN
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https://bit.ly/3vuOfaF

ACEN ebook of the Week
Nearly all of today's major innovation workshops and programs 
call on organizations to drive innovation. What they miss is that 
innovation comes from the personal creativity of individuals. And 
creativity doesn't require an advanced education or technical 
skills—all employees can be creative. Often, all they lack is a fitting 
mindset and the right skills.
This book  brings how-to advice, tools, and techniques from two 
master innovators who have taught and worked with over half of 
all Fortune 500 companies. 
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https://bit.ly/3vuOfaF
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